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Cintanisa Frasna

Cintanisa Frasna is a player character played by Kyle.

Cintanisa Frasna
Species: Patrician
Gender: Male

Age: 46
Height: 7'4“
Weight: 145

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Operator

Rank: Chui
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

YSS Anoiktos1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 7'4”
Mass: 145 lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Cintanisa has a moderately built frame with noticable muscles in his legs and
arms with white skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Blacked discoloration below the left eyes that extends around the side of his
face and toward the base of his neck

Ears: Regular shaped ears

Hair Color and Style: Long light blue hair that is straight and goes just above the neck line.

Distinguishing Features: Cintanisa's wing's are white.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Cintanisa is calm and cool but can be quite harsh and cruel at times. With the loss of his
family, and a near death experience, he has very little fear of those around him and tends to look at
danger as just another challenge in his life.
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Cintanisa is calm due to his upbring and family having taught him to always be patient and to never rush
things, while his occasional harshness and cruelty is the result of him fighting in the wars and having to
always retreat and never really gaining much group, both of which are personality quirks that
occasioanlly conflict with one another but that he is able to keep in check as long as he placed under to
much pressure.

One of the things about his personality is that when a challenge presents itself, he jumps to it and takes
it without question. Always trying to test himself and always trying to push himself to the absolute
breaking point.

Likes: Pursuit of Knowledge, challenges, spicy foods, the unknown
Dislikes: Has some dislike for Yamatai, NMX, Freespacers, but also dislikes people who don't
desire challenge or who question authority
Goals: To get back at the NMX, but to also one day find someone worthy to be his mate

History

Family (or Creators)

Lyasia Frasna - Mother - Dead Parana Frasna - Father - Dead

Pre-RP

Cintanisa was born before Yamatai existed, but had served his early years with his family on Elysia
learning about his culture and his people. After the war with Yamatai, and the subsequete loss, he began
to resent the people and who they were. During the last big war with Yamatai he fought in the resistance,
but his desire to fight and his morale was constantly being hammered with loss after loss until finally he
lost most of his family.

This loss tempered him, he wasn't angry, nor was he vengeful, he knew that in war people would die and
that blaming the other side for those deaths wouldn't bring back those who were lost. It was a stance
that many didn't agree with him on, regardless however, when Yamata and Elysia became allies he
decided to join up - to see what it was like on the other side, though he kept his dislike for Yamatai buried
deep in the back of his mind so that it wouldn't interfere with his job.

He stayed mostly in the logistical area of the army before hearing about a ship he could potentially serve
on.

Skill Areas

Starship Operations
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During the previous war, Cintanisa found himself piloting warships and fighters for his people, sometimes
engaging in combat and other times transporting troops to a battlefield. His experience in the previous
wars is something he has carried over into his new career, although he has often times accepted advice
from those higher than he is or those who have flown more.

Knowledge

Cintanisa prides himself on knowledge and spends many countless hours learning about the past and his
people, though there are naturally things he still doesn't know despite his age, he is always learning,
always hitting the books, always looking things up.

He's well versed in the laws of both his people and those of Yamatai.

Technology Operation

During the time that he was away from the military and war, Cintanisa challenged himself by creating his
own computer systems but also in breaking those that were handed to him. He knows his way around an
operating system, and also how break into one if ever given the chance. He's also versed in the operation
of the Kessaku OS.

Communications

During the war with Yamatai, Cintanisa was drilled quite extensively in communications equipment and
encryption, he learned how to operate the equipment and how to repair it. He\'s also gleaned knowledge
from studying and reading about various encryption schemes.

He is fluent in Seraphim and knows the Yamatai language, is capable of accurately writing in both
languages. Due to being a Patrician he is capable of telepathy.

Physical

During the previous wars, Cintanisa found himself often times on the run, evading enemy forces and
finding places to hide while waiting for an opening to present itself to attack. He's physically fit, even
after the number of years that have passed, due to constant exercise and personal training, he is
ambidexterous.

Mathematics

Given his race, Cintanisa was taught most forms of mathematics and even those of the advanced levels
including algebra and trigonometry. He also enjoys trying to either develop, or crack, mathematical
formula's that he sometimes finds during his pursuit of knowledge.
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Fighting

During his time at war before it ended and Yamatai and Elysian became allies, Cintanisa found himself
constantly fighting and constantly defending. It's proficent in most forms of martial arts including
Pankration and weaponry training, including - but not limited to - the Xiphos Infantry Blades, Atromos
Particle Beam Rifle, Dresde Under-Slung Grenade Launcher and the Pelphrys Particle Pulse Autocannon.
He's also trained in zero-g combat and using small forms of weaponry including melee weapons, pistols
and knives but is also capable of using the Anthedon Power Armour.

Inventory

Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Star Army Toiletry Kit
Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
2 Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
1 Type 30 Duty Uniform (includes shoes)
1 Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
2 Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 (can also used as sleepwear)
Star Army Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Finances

Cintanisa Frasna is currently a in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Cintanisa Frasna
Character Owner Kyle
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
DOR Year YE 43
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